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Introduction

In March, 2017, about 1,000 parents/guardians of White Hill Middle Schoolers were emailed a survey
link and asked to provide feedback about their children having cell/mobile phones.  The survey covered
topics such as, what motivated families to get or hold off getting their child a cell phone, and if they
chose to get their children phones, what their actual experiences had been, and what cell phone
management strategies had worked best. Over 400 individuals responded, which represents an
exceptionally high response rate for this kind of survey, and indicates the level of community interest in
this topic.

Survey Results Summary

According to the survey responses, the average age when families got their White Hill child a phone was
6th grade.   However, if they were to do it over, families would have, on average, gotten their child a
phone a grade later.  For boys, 12% of families would have waited until high school to get a phone.

Being able to reach, and being reachable by, the child was by far the primary motivation for purchasing
a phone, which came out in both the ranked options and open comments provided. Parents who cited
“responding to their child’s requests”, “wanting them to fit in” and “not miss out on social connections”
as major motivations/pressures for getting their child a phone reported the greatest “overall negative”
experiences once they got the phone.

Most parents considered the overall experience of their middle school child having a phone to be
positive or neutral, but 14% had a negative sentiment overall. Nearly all the "extremely negative"
overall experiences were associated with kids who got their phones in 5th grade. Families whose kids
had basic (flip) phones reported slightly more positive overall experiences than families with
smartphones.

Based on their experience, parents are most worried about their child’s preoccupation with the phone
and how it has become their default activity when bored, followed by concerns of exposure to social
media. Parents are also concerned about how their child’s phone use has become associated with:
compromised ability to focus and pay attention; accessing inappropriate content; contacting
questionable individuals/strangers; experiencing undermined creativity/initiative; spending less time
outdoors/exercising; cutting into family time, and; increased family conflict. These are the same primary
concerns cited by parents who chose to hold off getting a phone for their middle schooler.



In the comments section of the survey, based on the 171 text submissions provided by
parents/guardians, cell phone “addiction” was the most mentioned issue and concern. Peer pressure to
communicate using a cell phone (to be “included”) was also a highly noted issue in addition to concerns
regarding self-esteem and self-image with phone usage. Thirdly, the impact and permanency of poor
choices made with cell phones (texting, posting and commenting online, etc.) was highlighted as
concerning.

There were a few notable differences between genders. 90% of parents said it was very valuable for
their girls to be able to reach them vs 80% for boys.  Parents of boys (vs girls) were much more likely to
highlight “ability to focus and pay attention”, “accessing inappropriate content” and “undermined
creativity and/or initiative” as being major concerns.  Whereas parents of girls indicated that “contact
with questionable individuals/strangers” had become (relatively) more concerning.

Parents/guardians found the following to be the most effective strategies to mitigate the potential risks
or downsides of their child having a phone: Don’t let child download apps without parent permission,
install app blocking software and/or other parental controls, limit use in certain situations/times of day,
don’t allow phone to be in child’s bedroom, and restrict access to certain content/apps. Only about 40%
off families appear to have tried phone-use contract agreements (see Resources for examples), but of
those that did most found them to be very effective.

In the comments section, parents and guardians offered many phone management suggestions.
Overwhelmingly, the first two suggestions were: if your child has a cell phone, to limit access to the
phone; or if your child doesn’t have a cell phone, to wait as long as you can before giving your child one
because once they have one it is very difficult to go back. Respondents also recommended having clear
agreements and consequences for phone use in addition to having call/text only phones or not enabling
social media on cell phones until high school.

The following graphs capture the quantitative survey highlights. Afterwards is a synthesis of the top
qualitative comments and, finally, a list of online resources for supporting parents.
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Synthesis of Qualitative Comments

The below bullets represent a synthesis of the top themes that came out of the 171 written comments
submitted by parents and guardians. There were about twice as many comments highlighting
negatives/concerns versus positives/value.

Positives/Most valuable (themes listed in order of frequency, with sample comments)

1) Parent/Guardian wanted to be easily reached. “As a single parent it felt better to be able to be in
touch between home and school.”

2) Easy to locate and reach the child. “I can tell where she is via Find Friends app.”
3) Sense of inclusion among friends because of increased communication. “Allowed her to interact

and engage with other classmates.” “As parents we didn't want her to feel ostracized.”
4) Helpful with split households and co-parenting. “Shared custody/two homes coordination.”
5) Can make plans by themselves. “Ownership over her schedule and managing her own calendar.”
6) Sense of responsibility (financially and socially) “Financial responsibility - child pays the $10 for

service from allowance.”
7) Motivation to get good grades. “For us it was a way to keep the grades up.”

Negatives/Challenges (themes listed in order of frequency, with sample comments)

1) Phone “addiction.” “Phone usage had created an addictive pattern.” “My child has become so
addicted that their school work is suffering.”

2) Peer pressure to have a phone and to engage in texting and social media to stay included in
friendships “There was so much pressure from our daughter to get a phone for her. She really
felt at a disadvantage socially by not having phone.”

3) Making poor choices online. “Irreversible consequences for a bad choice or mistake with
text/email content.” “Ensuring proper manners and decorum on social network sites and group
texts.”

4) Dependency on the phone to feel connected.
5) Stress and anxiety related to being online, texting, and social media. “Fear of missing

something.” “…anxiety, depression, etc. if excluded from text/email invitations.”
6) Concerns about self-esteem and self-image. “Additional pressures for girls related to the

‘constantly on’, ‘look at me’ … texting pictures. “…the biggest danger in my mind is social media
and self-esteem… the desire to get a certain number of likes or presenting oneself in a certain
way.”

7) Adverse physical health effects. “Effects on dopamine receptors in the brain” “Unknown health
risks. Feel like my kids are the test generation.”

8) Adverse psychological effects. “It becomes like a drug, and causes depression when kids are on
their phones for too long.” “Almost drugging effect.” “…can see that when my daughter/son
does not have a phone, it's a type of detox.”

9) Less face to face interaction (kids looking at phones even when in groups). “I hate seeing kids on
their phones instead of interacting. I say no phones when friends are over.”

10) Cannot be bored or unoccupied. “No time to reflect.”
11) Feeling pressured to get them a phone, “There was so much pressure - she really felt at a

disadvantage socially by not having phone.”



12) Used for entertainment and less as a constructive tool. “Lack of ability to use phone for
organizational purposes.” “Use is mostly a waste of time… very little educational use.”

13) Screen time is the default activity in their free time. “No desire to unplug.”
14) Less creativity and reading. “Stopped reading for fun.” “Reduced creativity.”
15) No agreements between parents or as a culture about healthy usage. “Setting some guidelines

can be very helpful. Wish I was doing this more with other parents.” “Parents don't agree on
limits.”

16) Setting limits, making rules, establishing boundaries etc. is another thing for parents/guardians
to have to do. “One more thing to manage.”

17) Easy access to phones and web content at an early age doesn’t support their development. “I
don’t want my children to grow up too fast – I see this happening with phones.” “The cons
overwhelm the pros in terms of cell phones. I feel sad for my kids and their generation in this
regard.”

Advice and strategies for other families regarding child’s phone use (listed in order based on how often
the comment was made)

1) Limit access to the phone to specific times
 No (or restricted) phone use at mealtimes, family time, playdates, sleepovers, during the

week, social gatherings, before bed
2) Hold off/wait as long as you can before getting your child a phone – there’s no going back once

they have one
3) Communicate clear and strict consequences for abuse or breaking agreements/contract

 Take away phone for period of time
 Child has to pay for usage

4) Get a flip phone or text/call only phone (no apps, social media, etc. until high school), or an iPod
so kids can use Wi-Fi to stay connected and not miss out on friend texts

5) Check phone usage frequently, be aware of searches, content, texting, etc.
6) Have open, honest and frequent discussions regarding ongoing phone use, potential dangers

and safety
7) Have a contract or agreement that both parents and child agree to, and enforce it
8) Dock phones in common family area at end of day (parents too) to avoid phones in bedrooms at

night
9) Be clear that parents own the phone and using it is a privilege, not a right
10) As parents, be a good example of how and when you use your phone, model behavior you want

to see
11) Earn phone time by first being outside, exercising, finishing homework
12) Child pays for the phone and/usage or a portion of it
13) Work with other parents to create agreements on phone usage (usage during playdates,

weekdays, bedtime, social media rules, etc.)
14) Help kids come up with active, creative after-school ideas and reward this type of activity
15) Regularly review usage with your child (content, apps, games, etc.)
16) Use apps that monitor usage, or that set timers, (Circle Go, Disney Circle)
17) Friend them on social media to be aware of the content they send and receive



Feedback for White Hill Middle School (from various comments submitted)

 Install a pay phone (or free phone) so that kids who don’t have phones won’t have to use a
friend’s to contact their parents/caregiver, or wait to use the office phone. “If there were a
phone at school for kids to call home or a pay phone, maybe they could have a no phone policy,
which would cut down on phone use on buses and promote more face to face interaction.”

 Teachers should not encourage phone use in class. “When the teachers invite students to use
their phones to take pictures of assignments, etc., my kid feels embarrassed because they don’t
have a phone.” “The reinforcement from White Hill about the dangers of too much screen time
has also helped, but having many kids use their phones for homework access at school sends a
mixed message.”

 Be aware that students are using their phones throughout the day despite the rules not to
(hiding them in books, playing games in class, using at lunch, etc.) “Kids hide their phones in
schoolbooks and play during the day when it looks like they are reading.”

 Chromebooks are a media issue in addition to phones. “My kid cannot stop themselves from
getting distracted with Chromebook and I can't take it away because needs it to do homework.”

Online Resources

www.screenagersmovie.com

The Screenagers film website hosts a multitude of digital media resources such as screen time contracts,
parenting apps, and Tech Talk Tuesday topics for your family.

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/cell-phone-parenting

The non-profit organization offers 'essential family guides' to apps and other digital media as well as a
library of age-based and educational ratings and reviews for apps, websites, games, TV shows, movies,
books and music. The above link “covers topics to help parents lay the groundwork for responsible cell
phone use and manage the challenges and opportunities they bring”. Learn how to decide the right age
to get your kid a cell phone, set rules, choose the right phone and service plan, and stay on top of what
your kid is doing on his or her phone.

http://www.safesearchkids.com/cell-phone-safety-tips-for-tweens-and-teens

This site is full of cell phone safety tips, especially if considering a smart phone for your teen. You can
also find parent guides for social media, avoiding cyberbullying issues and the Internet.

http://www.webmd.com/parenting/features/children-and-cell-phones

WebMD: Is Your Child Ready for a Cell phone? Highlights the pros and cons, including health
considerations, and concludes with suggested cell phone rules for kids.

http://www.cnn.com/2016/12/13/health/buying-child-cell-phone-5-things-to-think-about/

Recent CNN article (and video) on “5 things to think about before buying your child a cell phone”


